
TITLE APPLICATION        IT2 
  

 The following federation of I.R Iran hereby applies for the title of:  

Grandmaster (minimum level 2500)   

To be awarded to:    

family name:  Mosadeghpour first name:  Masoud 

FIDE ID Number: 12519278 date of birth: 1997 place of birth: Mashhad, Iran 

date necessary rating gained: September 2016 level of highest rating: 2509 

Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date (see Title Regulations 1.50c 

for the procedure to be followed in this case).  

Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms 

1. name of event: Asian Juniors U20 Championship 

2015  
Location:  Bishkek, KGZ 

Dates:   2015-10-03 -  2015-10-12 tournament system: Swiss System 

Average rating of opponents: 2420 Total number of games played: 9 

Points required: Based on gold medal   Points scored: 7.5 (Won gold medal) 

Number of games to be counted: 9 (If not all)  

http://ratings.fide.com/tournament_report.phtml?event16=121469&t=0 

Number from host federation: 3 Number not from own federation: 8 

Number of opponents: total titled __ GMs _1_ IMs _1_ FMs ___ WGMs ___ WIMs ___ WFMs ___      

rated _9__      unrated _0__  
 

2. name of event:  FIDE World Youth - Cadets Chess 

Championships - open U18 
Location:  Porto Carras - Halkidiki 

Dates:   2015-10-25  2015-11-05 tournament system: Swiss System 

Average rating of opponents: 2420 Total number of games played: 11 

Points required:  Based on gold medal  Points scored: 9.5 (Won gold medal) 

Number of games to be counted: 11 (If not all)  

 http://ratings.fide.com/tournament_report.phtml?event16=122984&t=0 

Number from host federation: 1 Number not from own federation: 11 

Number of opponents: total titled _1_ GMs _2_ IMs _5_ FMs ___ WGMs ___ WIMs ___ WFMs ___      

rated _11_      unrated _0_  
 

2. name of event:  Asian Juniors U20 Championships 

2017 
Location:  Porto Carras - Halkidiki 

Dates:    2017-05-03   2017-05-10 tournament system: Swiss System 

Average rating of opponents: 2444 Total number of games played: 9 

Points required:  Based on gold medal  Points scored: 8 (Won gold medal) 

Number of games to be counted: 9 (If not all)  

http://ratings.fide.com/tournament_details.phtml?event=161580 

Number from host federation: 5 Number not from own federation: 4 

Number of opponents: total titled __ GMs _5_ IMs __ FMs ___ WGMs ___ WIMs ___ WFMs ___      

rated _9_      unrated _0_  

Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting norms. Total number of games _29_ (minimum 27) 

Special comments __________________________________________________ 

Name of Federation official _Pahlevanzadeh, Mehrdad date 17 September 2017 
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